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KENNETH R. BAKER, Introduction to Sequencing and Scheduling (John Wiley and Sons. Inc., New 
York, 1974) ix + 305 pp., f8.50. 
1. Introduction. 2. Single-Machine Sequencing with Independent Jobs. 3 General Purpose 
Methodologies for the Single-Machine Problem. J. Extensions of the Basic Model. 5. Paraflel- 
Machine Models. 6. Flow Shop Scheduling. 7. Jot. Shop Scheduling. 8. Simulation Studies of the 
Dynamic Job Shop. 9. Network Methods for Project Scheduling. 10. Resource-Constrained Project 
Scheduling. Appendix A. Sixteen Test Problems for the f Problem. Appendix B. A Dynamic 
Programming Code for Sequencing Problems. Appendix C. A Design Strategy for a Branch and 
Bound Code. Index. 
RUTH A. BARI and FRANK HARARY. Eds.. Graphs and Combinatorics. Lecture Notes in 
Mathematics jr& Proceedings of the Capital Conference on Graph Theory and Combinatorics at the 
George Washington Universrty, June 18-22. 1973 (Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg, 1974) 355 pp. 
$12.30. 
Part I: Invited Papers. Recent Results on Trees cayrank Harary); A Survey of Generalized Ramsey 
meot)r Frank Harary); A Survey of the Reconstruction Conjecture (Frank Harary); Recent Results 
on Graphical Enumeration (Frank Harary); Is the Null-Graph a Pbintless Concept? (Frank Harary 
and Ronald C’. Read); Which Graphs Have Integral Spectra? (Frank Harary and Al!ien J. Schwenk). 
Part II: Contributed Papers Expository Review Articles. Generalized Ramsey Theory for Graphs 
- A Sumfey (Stefan A. Burr); Some Recent Results in Topological Graph Theory (Paul C. Kainen); 
A Survey of Finite Embedding Theorems for Partial Latin Squares and Quasigroups (Charles C. 
Lindner); Computing the Characteristic Polynomial of a Graph (Allen J. Schwenk). 
part III: Contributed Papers New ResAilts on Graphs and Combinatorics. Finding an Independent 
Set in a Planar Graph (Michael 0. Albertson); A Class of Starter Induced I-Factorizations (B.A. 
Anderson); Chromatically Equivalent Graphs (Ruth A. Bari); On Covering the Points of a Graph 
with Point Disjoint Paths (F.T. Boesch, S. Chen, and J.A.M. McI+gh); A Useful Family of Bicubic 
Graphs (T.G. Boreham, 1-Z. Bouwer, and R.W. Frucht); Reconstructing Combinatorial Geometries 
(Thomas H. Brylawski); On Triangular and Cyclic Ramsey Numbers with k Colors (Fan Chung); 
The Minimality of the Myciclski Graph (V. Chvhtal); On the Ramsey Number of the Five-Spoken 
Wheel (V. ChvBtal and A. Schwenk); On the Hamiltonian Completion Problem (S. Goodman and S. 
Hedetniemi); Coloring Seven-Circuits (Dick Wick Hall); Absolute Retracts in Graphs (Pavol Hell); 
Cancelling Euierian Graphs (Joan P. Hutchinson); A Graphical Realization Problem (Sukhamay 
Kundu); ‘The Existence of Small Tactical Configurations (Marc J. Lipmcm); Tactical Configurations: 
An Introduction (Judith Q. Longyear); Structural Characterizations of Stability of Signed Digraphs 
Under Pulse Processes (Fred S. Roberts); The Charm Bracelet Probleln and Its Applications (Paul 
K. Stockmeyer); On Tutte’s Factorization Theorem (David P. Sumner). 
DONALD W. BARNES and JOHN M. MACK, An Algebraic Introdcction to Mathematical bgic. 
Graduate Texts in Mathematics 22, (Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg, 1975) viii * 123 pp. $10.80. 
Chapter 1. 11~ *‘,trsal Algebra, Chapter II. Propositional Calculus. Chapter III. Properties of the 
Prop&tional cl~~culus. Chapter IV. Predicate Calcu!us. Chapter V. First-Order Mathematics. 
Chay;cr VI. Zerm&+-Fraenkel Set Theory. Chapter VII. Ultraproducts. Chapter VIII. Non- 
Standard Models. Chapter IX. Turing Machines and Giidel Numbers. Chapter X. Hilbert’s Tenrh 
Q&Ian, Word Problems. References and Further Reading, Index of Notations. Subject Index. 
CLAUDE BERGE and DIJEN RAY-CHAUDHURI, Eds., Hypergraph Seminar. Lecture Notes in 
Mathematics 411, Ohio State University 19?2 (Springer-Verla& Heidelberg, 1974) 287 PP. 
Paft I: @neraf Hypqraphs. Isomorphism Problems for Hypergraphs (C. Berge): Nombrcs de 
coloration de l’hypergraphe h-parti complet {C. Berge); The Coloring Numbers of the Direct 
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Product of Two Hypergraphs (Cr. Berge and M. Simonovits); Graphe represcntatif de l’hypergraphe 
h -parti complet (J.C. Bermond); The Chromatic Index of an Infinite Compl;_te Hypergraphe: a 
Partition Theorem (R, Bonnet a.ld Y. Erdiis); Intersecting Families of EfJges in Hypergraphs Having 
the Hereditary Property (V. Chvdtal); On theorems of Berge and Fournit (W.H. Cunningham); 
Extremal Problems on Graphs and Hypergraphs (P. Erdiis); Hylwrgraph Reconstruction (V. Faber); 
iJne condition pour qu’un hypcrgraphe, ou son complCmentairc, soit fottement isomorphe g un 
hypergraphe complet (J.C. Fournicr); On a Property of Hypergraphs with no cycles of Length 
Greater ihan 2 (k. Hansen and M. Las Vergna;); Sur les hypergraphes hichromatiques (M. I-as 
Vergnas); Minimax Theorems for Hypergraphs (L. Lovz#sz); Quelques problemes concernant li:s 
cliques des hypergraphes h-compitts et q-parti h-complets (J.C. Meyer); Reconstruction Thec,rems 
for Infinite Hypergraphs (R. Rado); Note on a Hypergraph Extremat Problem (M. Simonovirs); Sur 
une conjecture de V. Chv&a! (F. Sterboul); On the Chromatic Number of the Direct Product of 
Hypergraphs (F. Sterboul). 
Part II: Graphs. Matroids, Designs. Every Directed Graph has a Semikcrnel (V. Chv%tal and I.. 
Lo&z); Elementary Strong Maps and Transversal Geometries (T.A. Bowling and D.G. Kelly); 
Some Problems En Graph Theory (P. Erdos); Aspects of the Theory of Hypermatroids (T. Helgason); 
Facets of l-Matching Pcivhedra (W. Pulleyblank and Jack Edmonds); Chromials (W.T. Tutte); Same 
Partitions of All Triples into Steiner Triple Systems (R.M. Wilson). 
Part III: Unsolved Problems. 
DAVID BOSTOCK, Logic and Arithmetic. Natural Numhcr\ (Oxford l_Jni\xrsity Press, London, 1974 
G 
Y -t 2 19 pp. $2550 Canadiac. 
I. Introduction. 2. Objects. 3. Quantification. 4. Quantifiers and Types. 5. Numbers. Appendix 1. 
Theorems for the Ancestral. Appendix 2. Auxiliary Theorems for Arithmetic. 6. Logicism. List 4 
Works Cited. Index. 
BRAUNSS and H.-J. ZUBROD, Einfiihrunp in die Booleschen Algebren. Studisnhuch fur 
Studierende der Mathemtitik, Physik und Elektrotechnik an Ptidagogtschcn Hmhschulen und 
Universittiten ab 1. Semester. (Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft, Frankfurt am Main, 1974) viii 4 169 
pp. DM 16.90. 
I. Schaltalgcbra. 2. Boolesche Algebra. 3. Ergiinzungen Iur Schaltalgehra. 4. Grundbcgriffe dcr 
Logik und Aussagenalgebra. S. Einigc Siitzc aus der Theoric der Booleschcn Algebren. Litcratur. 
Liisungen ljer Ubungsaufgaben. 
PHILIP .I. DAVIS. The Schwarz Function and Its Applications. The Carus Mathematical Monographs. 
Number 17, (The Mathematical Association of America, 197-l) xi + 22% pp. 
I. Prologue. 2. Conjugate Coordinates in the Plane. 3. Elementary Geometrical Facts. 4. The 
Nine-Point Circle. 5. The Schwarz Function for an Analytic Arc. 6. Geometrical interpretation of the 
Schwarz Function; Szhwarzian Reflection. 7. The Schwan Function and DifferentiaI Gebmetry. H. 
Conformal Maps, RefIcctions, and theit Algebra. 9. What Figure is the C/q Power of a Circle? IO. 
Properties in the Large of the Schwarz Function. I I. Derivatives and Integpls. 12. Application ta 
Elementary Fluid Mechanics. 13. The Schwarrt Function and the Dirichlst Prcrrblcm. 14. Schwan 
Functions of Specified Type. IS. Schwarz Functions and Iterations. 16. Distionav of Functional 
Relationships. 17. Bibliographical and Supplementary Notes. IH. Bibliogruphv. Index. 
Xl. HALL, Jr. and J.H. VAN LINT, Eds., Combinatorics. Mathematical Centre Trircts 56. Part ,9: Graph 
theajry; foundations, partitions and combinatorial geometry. Proceodtng~ of the Advanced Study 
Institute on Combinatorics held nt Nijenrmie Castle, Breukelen, The Netherlands, July 840. 1974 
(ILlathemdtisch Centrum, Amsterdam, 1973) 118 pp, Dfl. 13.(H). 
Graph 77wory. Isomorphism problems for hypergrsphs (C. Berge); Entremal problems for 
hypergraphs (G OH. Katona); tQpplications of Ramsey style theorems to cigcnvalues of graphs (A.& 
Hoff man). 
Founddons. Prirtirions and Combin,~tcwial Gtwmwy. !&me recent develupments in Ramsey 
theory (R.L. Graham and B.L. Rothwhild); On dn extrcmal property of sntichains in partial ar&xs. 
The LYkf property and some of its ilnplications and applications (DJ. Kleitman); S 
and partitions of a partially ordered set (C. Greene); Combinatorial reciprocity theorems (R.P. 
StarlIe) ). 
M HAl.1 . .ir and J.H i’A% I.INT. Eds.. Combinatorrcs. ,Mathematical Centre lracrs S7, ‘aa 3: 
~‘nmhmatorial prcwp theory. Prcwcedinps of the Advanced Study Institute on Combinatorics ,2eid at 
%)enrodc (‘a\tie. Breukelen. The Netherlands. July H-20. 1974 (&thematlsch Ccntrum, Amster- 
dam. I9?4) 164) pp. Dfl. t? (t(l 
(‘ombmatonal tiroup ‘I”heorr Difference sets (ht. Hall. Jr.); Invariant relations, coherent 
configuctt ion% ,md ycneralved plbl>gcvts (D.G. Higman); 2-‘Tr?nsltivc designs (W.M. Kantor); 
Suborhirs in transitive rmutation groups (P.J. Cameron); Groups. polar spaces and related 
structures (E E. Shult). 
PAI Il. 13. HAL!NIS. F’lnite-Di~nslc~niri Vector Spiaces Undergraduate Texts in Mattrematlcs, 
cr- L crlag. iicldeltwg. Reprmt of the 2nd edlttcbn published by Van Nostrand, lc)74) 2(K) pp. 
I. Spaces II ‘rr,tnsformatlcBn~. 111. Orthogonalit!. I\‘. Gnalysis. Appcndlx. Hiibert Space. 
Recommended Reading lndeu ((I rcrm%. In&K of Symbol\. 
FREDERIC’K S, HIIs IER and CiFR.41 II J. I.IERFPMAN. Operations Research. Second Ed., 
Ololden-Dq. Inc,. San Frt\rww~. lW1) XII + MN) pp 
Inlroductlon. Purr t ~fathemcrttcul Propcinrming. l.mcar ?rogramming. Special Types of Linear 
Prc)pr;tmmm g Problem\. The Apphcatton of Lmear Prcyrammrng. Network Analysis, including 
PF! RI‘-(‘PM. I$ nwmr‘ Pr~~grlrmmlng. G;tme Theory. 
Pwt 2: ~~~~~~~~~~f~~ Mdds. Prohahiiity Theory. @cueing Theory, The Application of Queueing 
Thcorb. Inventory Theory. Markovlan Dccrsion Processes and Applications, Reliability, Decision 
Analysis. Sm~ulatron. 
Polrt 3: sld~r, iced Topics rn A4uthematictd Programming. Algorithms for I_inear Programming, 
intcgct Progr?mmmg. Nonlinear Programming, Operations Research in Perspective. Appendixes: 
Conves~ty. Classical Optimization Methods. Matrices and Matrix Manipulations. Simultaneous 
Lmcar Equations. Tables. Answers to Sel::cted Problems. Index. 
FREDERICK S. HILLIER and GERALD J. LIEBERMAN. Solutions Manual fey Introduction to 
Operariuns Research. Second Fd., (Holdcn-Da), Inc , San Franciscto. 1974) 365 pp. 
1.mcar Programming. Spwwl ‘f”~pc’++ of Lmcar Programming Problems. App:iication of Linear 
Programming. Network Anulys~s. lnciudmg PERT-CPM. Dynamic Programming. Game Theq. 
Prt)babrl+ Theq. Queueing Theor!. Apphzatmn of Queueing “heor), Inventory Theory. Markof 
Decagon Processe\. Reirabllit>. Decision Annljsts. Simularion. A,gorithms for Linear Progralnminp. 
tntcgcr Programming. Nonlinear Programming, FORTA,IN Computer Codes, Simplex method 
(tihtlar form), Transportation simplex method. 
RICHARC, H. HOLMES. Gcomctrr~ FunctIonal Auuiysrs and its Apphcations. Graduate ‘rests 11) 
Mathematics 24, (Sprin cr-Vcrlitg, Hctdcibcrg. WS) 246 pi‘ 
Convclrity rn Lmcar Spnccz Convexity in Linear Toroiag~c;l’ !+a~&\ I”rmciples of Banach Spaces. 
C’rqugatc Spaces and Unt\crwl Spaces. References. Bibliogrclpr~y. Symbol Index. Subject Index. 
KAI l-41 CHl!NG. E3rmentur:, Probat, irtb ‘Theory with Stochastic Prc,cr’sse% (Springer-Vertag, 
Heidelberg, 1071) x * ,325 pp. $12.W. 
Chapter I. Set. <‘hiipw 2: Prcjbahll t)r. C’hapter 3: Counting. Chapter 4: Random Variabies. 
Ap(“rndix I: brd Fwkh and General Random Variables. Chapter 5: Conditioning and Indepen- 
derr~e. Chpter 6: Mean. Variance and rransformci C’haptcr 7: Potsson arid Normal Distribution\ 
Appendix ,9 Stuhnp’\ Fflrrnuiti iInd De!@oi\ re-l.aplactt’\ Theorem Chapter 8: From Random Walks 
tcl &litrku\ Chains. Appendix 3: Mz+!rtmgaic. Genetai References. Answers to Problems. Index. 
GUNTER ME%CES, nformation. inference and Decision. Theory and Decision Libran , Volume 
I, (R. Reid4 Pubiis Conrpan!. Dordrecht. 1974) IX?. 38.f)(.! (paper), Dfl. 5H.00 (hardbound) 
Par! I : Objvcri Tksory of Inductiw Behaviour. Elements of an Objective Theory of Inductive 
Behaviour (Gunter &ngrs). On the Problem of Vagueness in the So&r1 Sciences (Gunt r Menge(s 
and Heinz J. Skala) Notes on Ettality, the Adaptation Criterion, and the ‘Inference-Decision’ 
Problem (Bernd Leiner). 
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Parr II: Plclbkms of fnfetence. Comparison of Inference Philosophies (D.A.S. Fraser). On thte 
Logic of Tests of Significance with Special Reference to Testing the Significance of Poi.ssorti 
Distributed OSservations (James G. Kalbfleisch and D.A. Sprott). 
,Purt III: Probability, hfomntion am4 U?ilify. Probability and Utility-Dual Concepts in Decisiorr 
Theory (Hans Schneeweiss). Entropy and Utility (Minaketan Behara). Entropy, Gravity and Utility 
in Transportat ion Mcdelling (Martin J. Beckmann). 
Part IV: Semantic Infomwtion. Prior and Poster:or Probabilities and Semantic Information (Jacob 
Marschak). Remarks on Semantic Information (Heinz J. Skala). Index of Names. index of Subjects, 
HAMDY A. TAHA, Integer Programming. Theory, Applications, and Computations, (Academic Press, 
Inc., New York, 1975) xii + 3811 pp. $lO.SO. 
Chapter 1: Integer Optimization and Its Applications. Chapter 2: Linear Programming. Chapter 3: 
Zero-One Implicit Enumeration. Chapter 4: Branch-and-Bound Methods. Chapter 5: Cutting 
Methods. Chapter 6: The Asymptotic Integer Aigorithm. Chapter 7: Algorithms for Specialized 
integer Models. Chapter 8: Computational Considerations in Integer Programming. References 
Index. 
